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SUMMARY OF THE PRAJNAPARAMITA: 

The Great Liberating Wisdom is this: 

The nature of everything is emptiness. 
The nature of emptiness is the absence 
of all distinctions. Without distinc
tions_ there is no desire; without desire 
there is no hesitation; without hesita
tion there is no fear. Therefore one 
is free to go on, and on beyond, with no 
thought of anything. This going beyond 
has always been the path of liberation · -
from all bondage into full self-reali
zation. The gate is the practice of 
alert orteness. 

© 1972, Zen Center, Rochester, N.Y. 
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ZAZEN IN TREETOPS 

Admit it, through ego we all make a lot of mistakes, and zazen is 
direct attempt to respond honestly and truthfully to our lives and 
we're breathing now so there will be no practicing like we'll all sit 
to a ripe old age accumulating merits for the next time around. Who 
and what are we in the midst of life remains the unpretentious, nagging 
question. At.id what is happening to America is happening to us. What 
is happening to the polluted rivers and air is happening each time we 
cross our legs and take the three deep· breaths~ We~ the polluted 
rivers and air and exploited earth and we are simultaneously the eco
logical ones. The graveyards are .crowded with living and dead, as 
they used to say in the days of 'early Buddhism,' and the lives of the 
Enlightened Ones still shine like jewels in the history of mankind. 
Bassui didn't do zazen in treetops b~cause he confused himself. for a 
squirrel, Hakuin was no stuffed shirt, and the Zen way to self-realiza
tion has always been synonymous with Struggle. 

* * * 

"Kyogen's Man-Up-a-Tree is the fifth koan in t:he Mumonkan and the 
subJect of Roshi Kapleau's teisho from the third day of the seven-day 
October 1972 sesshin. The Mumonkan is a book of 48 koans, or spiritual 
problems, for Zen practicers. Each koan points to our True Self. Each 
koan points to our perfect, fearless, lovingly natural oneness with all 
life. This is the first teisho by Roshi Kapleau from a koan which we 
have printed in Zen Bow. 

* * * 

This Zen Bow we set ancient dialogue between parents and children 
in the fresh context of Dharma. But we are a lot more than just parents 
and children, so along with sincerity there is communication necessity. 
The Dharma life, energetically lived, has more music than all the gui
tars in California. So we clean our ears to hear Buddha's music--music 
both easy and difficult to hear. 

The Parents' Weekend 1972 at the Zen Center when parents and prac
ticers came together to try for deeper communication was sunlit, summer
time, and warm. A man directing traffic . in the driveway was reminded 
of a trip to the Bronx Zoo with his father when he was six years old. 
Pretty girls in long dresses made salad and soup in the kitchen. 
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Visitors .rambled over the Zen Center, g1v1ng the place a thorough in
spection. Smiles flashed easily, gentleness,' and 'the joriki was 
high' as Zennists say when th~y recall notable events. 

Many parents came; and began the Weekend with a photographic and 
art exhibit in the house and yard--scrolls, calligraphy, woodblock 
prints--then moving into the zendo to hear Roshi Kapleau speak of "Why 
the Appeal of the Buddha's Way?" This was followed by a very lively 
question and answer period, portions of which are included in this 
issue. After lunch in the garden there was . a panel discussion of 
parents who were asked to speak about their child's involvement in Zen 
and just "why" they felt the. way they did about it. The afternoon 
ended with a discussion by ' Roshi, parents, and members of the Cent~r 
staff. And there were evening dinners at t~e homes of members. 
A solid day, very full. 

. . Our own parents being directly exposed to the Buddha's Way had 
a very spiritually stimulating effect on the staff ·and members present 
during the talks. It seemed as if two worlds which had for some time · 
been seeing each ·o_ther as precisely that--two, separate worlds, were 
finally waking up to the fact that at a deep level we are united in the 
fundamental essence and purpose of our lives. This came th~ough like 
dawillight despite any verbalized doubts. 

Sunday was a day of rest. ft centered around a picnic at the coun
try home of a member where . people relaxed and flowed. Classical music 
duets, ice-cream, volley-b?ll, a gang ·of kids running across the 
fields--the day concluded with a zazen demonstration for those parents 
who wanted to learn how to sit. People couldn't help enjoying them
selves and each other immensely, .especially after the highly-charged 
involvement of the first day. 

What was accomplished? For one thing, the parents who came here 
saw that we are simply people, and Roshi is no ogre dominating our lives 
with bleak forecasts of innumerable rebirths in the infernai regions. 
The joy, vigor, and warmth of our community surprised them in the same 
way it repeatedly surprises us. · The ·letting-go of conceptions about . 
Zen let us all realize, to some degree, the closeness that can't be 
argued about--or ignored. And the release of negative tensions eased 
our situation and opened minds to the s i gnificance of what we are try
ing to do--which is to free ourselves from the dark grip of ego. We 
work and practice with each other toward that end. We bake bread and 
mend shirts toward that end, And within the family, many parents ,and 
children felt a greater love and acceptance of each other. These days , 
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when it often seems as if family dissension has become the painful 
norm of our society, the Parents' Weekend was refreshing and healing. 
Some words from those two days are included in the issue. 

* * * 

Faith-building is only one of many significant words to des
cribe the visit of Sogen-Roshi, a Zen monk of twenty-five years, to 
our Center. His brief stay had a profound effect on people here. 
The dignity of the solitary way, the great simplicity, openness, 
and faith in Buddha which this man demonstrated deeply impressed us. 
Our article doesn't do justice to his visit. 

* * * 

It's late fall in Rochester. As usual, ·there were only a few· 
sunny days before the winter cold set in, and now the ground is white. 
People dread winters here and the local elders predict snow all the 
way to spring: _they keep making predictions and there's no way we 
have b.een .able to stop them or the drifts which clog the avenues. 
But we warmed our hearts and hands during Thanksgiving, wrapped up 
in quiet gratitude, and raised them in gassho during the ceremony 
of the Taking of the Precepts. People put on heavy socks and scarves 
and walk on icy paths to the Center. They make thick soups a~d sit 
late in zazen. And it is a strong spiritual season. The darkness, 
cold, and long nights draw you inward, By the time you get the next 
Zen Bow we'll be up to our eyes in snow. · 

• 
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KYOGEN'S MAN UP A TREE 

Teisho by Roshi Kapleau delivered October 1972 in sesshin 

Our koan today, Case No. 5 in the Mumonkan,
1 

is titled "Kyogen's 
Man Up a Tree." It reads: 

"Kyogen said, 'It [meaning Zen] is like a man up a tree hanging 
from a branch with his mouth. His hands can't grasp a bough, his feet 
won't reach one. Under the tree there is another man who asks him the 
meaning of Bodhidharma's coming from the West. If he doesn't answer, he 
evades h¥ duty. If he does answer, he may lose his life. What should 
he do?'" 

As I am more familiar with the Japanese pronunciation of the Chi
nese masters' names, I will refer to them in that manner throughout. 
Kyogen, who is eleventh in the line of Zen after Bodhidharma, was a 
disciple of Zen Master Isan. He is said to have been seven feet tall, 
very clever and learned, and that this stood in the way of his enlight-
enment. / 

When he came before his teacher Isan for the first time, Isan, 
recognizing his innate capabilities [that is c?pability of_ grasping 
the truth], said to him one day, 'I do not ask you concerning the lear
ning and book-knowledge you have accumulated during your life. Before 
you came out of your mother's womb, before you knew this from that, 
give me an original word from the bottom of your mind showing the 
genuine realization of Truth. Tell me, what is it?' Kyogen stood there 
stupidly, unable to answer. Then after remaining silent for some time 
he began to explain, in many words, his view of the matter. But Isan 
wouldn't listen. At last Kyogen said, 'Please explain to me.' Isan 
said, 'My explanation would express my own realization. Of what use 
would it be to you?' So Kyogen ·went back to his room and searched 
among his books and lecture notes for some sentence, some passage, to 
use as an answer. But not one could he find. So he said, 'You can't 
fill an empty stomach with a picture of food,' and burned up all his 
books and notebooks and decided, 'In this life it will be impossible 

1 
i.. e. , The Gateless Barrier, co_mpiled by Zen Master Mumon (Ch. Wu-men) 

in the year 1229. 
2 

English translation by R. H. Blyth. 
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for me to come to a knowledge of Truth, so I will spend the rest of my 
days as a rice-gruel monk and avoid troubling my peace of mind.' [A 
rice-gruel monk is one who's not good for anything except eating.] 
And with tears he left Isan and settled down in Nanyang. Here he sim
ply gave up all his intellectual work and just took care of his small , 
place. One day as he was clearing the undergrowth and sweeping, a 
stone struck a bamboo. Bursting into a loud shout of joy at the sound, 
he suddenly became enlightened. Returning to his hut he made prostra
tions, offered incense, and then, prostrating himself in the direction 
of Isan's temple, said, 'Thanks to the deep kindness of the Master I 
have returned to my parents. If at tha1 time he had explained things 
to me, this would never have happened.' 

My teacher Harada-Roshi used to say that because scholars and in
tellectuals are always trafficking in ideas, it is more difficult for 
them to reach Awakening than for those not so burdened. He would also 
say that women usually come to enlightenment quicker than men mainly 
because their minds do not harbor and play with concepts the way men's 
do. But then he would add--after all, Harada-Roshi had been a college 
professor himself for fourteen years--"When the highly intellectual per
son does break through, usually it's a very thorough breakthrough." 
Furthermore, the individual with the keen mind, the sort who loves to 
engage in subtle argument and close reasoning, when he does open his 
Mind's eye can more effectively teach than one whose mind is not so 
subtle. The point is that no one, neither the dull nor the bright, 
need feel discouraged. Since this enlightened Mind is common to all 
existence, each of us has the capability of awakening to it. Concerning 
this Mind we can say what a mystic in another tradition said of God: 
"Of all things it is impossible to seek God without having already 
found Him." This in ·fact is the impetus toward zazen. 

To return to the case: " •.. Under ' the tree there is another man 
who asks him, 'What is the meaning of Bodhidharma's coming from the 
West?'"--that is, from India to China. When I was training in Japan, 
ordinary Japanese were constantly asking me, 'Why did you come to Japan 
to study and practice Zen? Why did you leave the comforts of your 
American way of life for the austerities of a Japanese monastery?' Why 
indeed? Why did Bodhidharma, who is said to have been a prince, leave 
his royal life of ease in India and, at an advanced age, risk the dangers 
of the hazardous journey to China in the sixth century? What meaning 
did his coming, his doing zazen for nine years facing the wall, have 

1 
English trans·lation by R. H. Blyth. 
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-for the Chinese, what meaning has it for us? Had he realized something 
profound and mysterious and wonderful which he wanted to communicate? 
And how did he convey it? Don't imagine this koan is just a teaser ha
ving nothing to do with the realities of your life. If you truly under
stand, you know it does nothing less than p9int to your all-embracing 
True-mind. 

So here is this hapless monk holding on with all his might to a 
branch with his teeth--obviously those teeth are not false ones. What 
a dilemma! Zen Master Dogen says, "When a man gives you the Truth from 
your right shoulder, it is your duty to pass it on to someone who asks 
for it on your left. If you hear the Truth -from a man in front, you 
are obliged to pass it on to someone back of you." And if you are up a 
tree hanging by your teeth and someone below sincerely asks for the 
Truth, you mus~ respo~d! Just look at that tree-hanger--grrrr, swing
ing and trying to hold on! And ·yet, and yet!--might he somehow be 
answering that momentous question? If so, in what way? 

BefoJe enlightenment we are all up a tree hanging on by the skin 
of our teeth. Whenever we open our mouths to explain or complain, we 
fall from grace into a painful world of fear and suspicion, loneliness 
and grief. "Fools will give you reasons, wise men ~ever try" as the 
old song had it. Then what to do? What to do? 

Are we to remain forever silent? Aft~r all, our ability to think 
and speak is what distinguishes us from animals. So it is not silence 
or speech but the understanding, the egolessness, · infusing our still
ness ·or talking that matters. When we are being abused do we argue and 
fight back or do we stand humbly mute? When we see evil and violence 
being perpetrated, do we remain silent or do we speak out against it? 
Silence may be golden but it can also be yellow. 

What would you say if someone asked about the innermost trut_h of 
Zen--for that is the problem the koan is posing. Would you eloquently 
discourse on the Buddha's Dharma? Or would you shout 'Kwatz?' Of 
course up a · tree hanging by your teeth you could make that mistake only 
once. Or in another situation would you make like a 'liberated' Zen 
man and slam the table with your fist? Don't be a phony! Be a man 
'without rank,' as Zen Master Rinzai ~uts it, a man who denies his 'I' 
and rises above his fellow man, free from all airs. A man who at every 
moment, whether walking or sitting, eating or excreting, blends in, 
blends with every situation. A man whose mind is not captive to thoughts 
of past glories and failures or present worries and future hopes. A man 
without opinions or ideals. Sounds bleak, does. it? "Opinion," says 
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Voltaire, "has caused more suffering than all the epidemics put together." 
As for ideals, be a real man, not an ideal one, . for the real man is all 
right, the ideal one all wrong. Don't 'poison the real with the ideal.' 
Live life, don't rationalize or explain it away. Train yourself through 
zazen to feel and act instead of merely to think and talk. 

Another thing. People are forever asking, 'What is the meaning of 
life?' If you, a Zen practicer, were asked that question, how would 
you respond? Would you explain in a few dozen well chosen words or 
would you, your face wreathed in an archaic smile, remain silent? 
Would that last really be an answer? What is the meaning of the sun's 
shining? What is the meaning of rain or thunder? What is the meaning 
of a squirrel having a bushy tail, a dog a straight one? What is the 
meaning of Bodhidharma's coming from the West? 

The story is told of a famous concert pianist who once played a 
dissonant contemporary piece at a private gathering. After he had fi
nished, an old lady came up to him and said, "I just don't understand 
that piece. What does it mean?" Without a word the pianist played it 
again. Then turning to the old lady, he said sweetly, "That's what it 
means!" 

Now Mumon's verse: "Though your eloquence flows like a river, it 
is all of no avail. Even if you can explain the whole body of the Bud
dha's sutras, that also is useless. If you can answer the problem pro
perly, you can kill the living, bring the dead to life. But if you 
can't answer, you must ask Maitreya when he comes~" 

The sutras are the entombed words which once issued from the rea
lized Mind of the Buddha. They tilt in the direction of Truth but must 
not be mistaken for it. Zen, mind you, d·oes not put down or discard 
the sutras; it simply warns that they are the finger pointing to the 
Moon, but not the Moon (Mind) itself; this is why Zen alone of all the 
Buddhist sects does not .base itself on one or more sutras. 

The truth is more than anything that can be said about it. The 
dead word is the explanatory word, devoid of flesh and blood and marrow. 
All explanations and descriptions are a peephole on a limitless uni
verse. Says Zen Master Hakuin: 

The measure of words 
is like the seas and the mountains-
nothing but an overflow of delusions. 
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"If you can answer the ·problem properly you can kill the living, 
bring the dead to life." Those who live in their egos are already as 
good as dead, their enormous potential for love and creativity throttled. 
They dig their graves with their heads, with their weighing and analy- . 
zing, their reasoning and explaining, their likes and dislikes. Others 
with maddeningly active egos live scattered, hustling lives, always on 
the go like a stirring spoon. Outwardly they seem brimful of energy 
and purpose, yet inwardly they are confused and uncertain, dominated by 
compulsive drives and corroding fears. When they cease judging and 
weighing, arguing and game playing, and become quiet and centered, they 
experience a world new to them in peace and wonder. That is, once they 
slay this cancerous self called 'I,' the product of ignorance and fear, 
and bring to life in themselves their true, unblemished Mind, they ex
perience a living 'we' instead of a dead 'me.' This is killing the li
ving, bringing the dead to life. This is the miracle of zazen. 

"But if you can't answer, you must ask Maitreya when he comes." 
Maitreya--Miroku in Japanese--is the Bodhisattva who will become the 
Buddha of the next world cycle. He is now said to be in the Tusita 
Heaven, where he will remain for some five thousand years until his 
Buddhahood has matured. So here's the message: .If you think you can 
come to Enlightenment riding on the back of explanations and conceptions-
forget it! You've got about as much chance as a snowflake in hell! 

Now Mumon's verse: "Kyogen really has bad taste. He is endlessly 
malicious. He stops up the monks' mouths and then watches them intently 
with the black piercing eyes of a devil." This praise-by-slander is 
characteristic of Zen. The masters abhor what Harada-Roshi used to call 
'powder-and-rouge' expressions, endearing terms which lead to bedeviling 
attachments. If we habitually speak of our True-mind as the 'Treasure 
Gem of Freewill,' for example, or if we idolize the Buddha as the 'Sa
vior of the World,' or if we eulogize Bodhidharma as our 'Glorious · 
Founder,' we gild the lily, defiling our mind. Elsewhere Mumon says of 
Bodhidharma: "That broken-toothed old foreigner who importantly crossed 
the sea from a hundred thousand miles away .•• He had only one disci
ple and even he was a cripple. Well, well!" Isn't that marvelous? 
Where but in Zen can you find such 'respectful disrespect' and such 'dis
respectful respect?' 

Actually Mumon is praising Kyogen in reverse for his compassion and 
wisdom, for his courage to dramatically cut from under his disciples 
their ego props of endless verbalizing, of clinging to names and forms 
and concepts. Having done that, Kyogen, concerned master that he is, 
intently watches them for the telltale signs of awakened Understanding. 
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SOGEN ROSHI'S VISIT 

We were treated for one week 
in mid-October to a visit by an 
outstanding example of a Japanese
trained Zen monk of twenty-five 
years experience. Sogen-Roshi, 
an old friend of Roshi Kapleau, 
is a man of strong Zen spirit and 
his stay vivified many aspects of 
Center life, deepening our res
pect and closeness to the rich, 
long-standing tradition of Zen. 

-11-

The two men met twenty-two 
years ago in Ryutaku-ji (Pond 
Dragon Monastery) when Roshi Ka
pleau was a student there and 
Sogen-Roshi a novice monk. Years 
later, after Roshi Kapleau had 
left Hosshinji monastery and had 
moved to Kamakura, he often sat 
with Sogen-Roshi at Engakuji mona
stery where the latter was head 
of the laymen's zendo. Some four 



\.._ 

years ago Sogen-Roshi left Japan, 
partly in a spirit of takahatsu, 
to raise money for the building 
of a Zen -temple in Okinawa, his 
home province. He has been in 
America 2 1/2 years and will be 
returning to Japan next spring. 

During the week Sogen-Roshi 
joined us in our workday, easily 
becoming one with the brisk rou
tine of Center life. The high
light of the week was his final 
talk in the main zendo. His bro
ken English was compensated for 
by an animated delivery that in
volved his whole being. He did 
not seem to really need words. 
His poverty of spirit, strength, 
openness and humility spoke for 
themselves. 

Sogen-Roshi was also a master 
of karate, and in his talk he 
touched briefly upon his own 
background and entrance into Zen 

practice. 

What particularly struck many 
of the people who worked with So
gen-Roshi during his visit was 
the juxtaposition of the formal, 
Japanese-style monastic Zen train
ing with the fresh, egalitarian 
type of Zen which has been develop
ing on the soil of this continent, 
stripped of its Oriental cultural 
content, with its spiritual center 
in the Rochester Zen- Sangha. This 
period, "the first hundred years," 
is the vibrant, creative, growing 
time of Zen in America, and we 
found that both "styles" of prac
tice complemented each other very 
well. 

His visit added new dimensions 
to our view of the character and 
tone of Zen training. We. are 
grateful that a strong karma has 
been established between Sogen
Roshi and the Zen Center. 

'i' 
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WHY THE APPEAL OF THE BUDDHA'S WAY? 

Editor's note: Below is the 
main tal.k given by Roshi Kapleau 
during the Parents' Weekend. 

-Introduction 

Welcome, all of you, to this 
weekend: It is gratifying to 
see so many parents and relatives 
here. 

.To begin with, why ·are we 
having these two special days? 

Nobody needs to be told that 
the gap of age and experience-
the generation gap--is conside
rable, but the main reason for 
this workshop is a spiritual one. 
Buddhism teaches that the primary 
cause of our being born is the 
desire for rebirth, and that the 
secondary, or contributing, cause 
is a mother and a father. It 
also teaches that each of us 
'picks' his own parents, which 
means that we are born through 
a set of parents with whom we 
have a karmic affinity. So the 
parent-child relationship is, 
spiritually speaking, the most 
profound. Brother and sister 
are biologically closer, but the 
bond of spirit that unites parents 
and child is of a deeper order. 
The child who estranges himself 
from his parents, and the parents 
who renounce their children, are 
inviting pain at the root level 
of their being. To heal such 
breaches is the basic reason for 

this workshop. 
Another purpose is for greater 

understanding of Zen Buddhism. It 
leads, within the family, to in
creased love, affection, and res
pect. 

Lastly we hope parents will 
want to do zazen themselves and 
transform their own lives. The 
door is open to everyone. Some 
parents present today have atten
ded a formal seminar-workshop 
and are practicing Zen. I hope 
more of you will want to begin, 
not so much for your children's 
sake as for your own. 

Peace 

This talk is called "Why the 
Appeal of the Buddha's Way?" At 
least five reasons can be stated, 
of which two are most pronounced: 
first, its emphasis on peace, inner 
and outer; and secondly, on perso
nal experience as a substitute 
for conjecture and theorizing 
about the fundamental questions 
of our lives. 

How strong is the yearning for 
peace in the minds of our people-
especially among the draft-age 
young, who have to fight this 
immensely unpopular war, who feel · 
its terrible suffering so perso
nally. 

This yearning for peace has 
grown up with the young--a con
sciousness nurtured into growth 
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by awareness of concentration 
camps and atomic bombs. It is 
intrinsic to their pain and aspi
ration. It is the persistent 
voice of their spiritual quest. 

Buddhism, I think it is fair 
to say, is pre-eminently a reli
gion of peace. Throughout its 
long history, which began more 
than 500 years before Christ~ 
it has never fought or urged a 
religious war. The Buddha empha
sized that peace in and among na
tions is the consequence of a 
peaceful, loving heart. This, in 
turn springs from right under
standing and selfless activity. 
Where there is no inner harmony 
and understanding there can be no 
outer peace. And wherever you go 
in Asia the figure of the Buddha 

· symbolizes tranquillity, harmony, 
and compassion. The appeal of 
Zen Buddhism is that it offers 
a tested way, a proven method, 
to realize for oneself this 
inner peace. 

Personal Experience 

In Zen there is abhorrence of 
the abstract, of the non-concrete. 
And so it is usually described as 
a religion beyond words and let
ters. It also abhors an intoxi
cation with words for their own 
sake, with empty verbalization. 
We've all heard the high-flown 
phrases of politicians and heads 
of governments: "All we seek is 
a just peace," et cetera, et ce
tera, but their actions belie 
these fine words. To counteract 
this, Zen emphasizes feeling and 

acting rather than thought and 
talk. Please understand this: 
Zen does not condemn thought--
it wants it grounded in something 
deeper than mere verbalizations. 

Parents know how much young 
people insist upon the need to 
experience for themselves. This 
goes back to the best tradition 
of our pragmatic philosophers, 
Dewey and James. It seems to be 
an existential theme of our cul
ture. Zen's appeal is to perso
nal experience and not philoso
phic speculation as a means of 
verifying ultimate truth. Ano
ther's experience of Truth is 
never your own. And no one can 
do zazen for you. .You must dis
cover the truth of yourself and 
others by yourself. A picture 
of food won't fill an empty 
stomach. 

And there is greater awareness 
today. Especially among the 
young of this country. They 
won't stand for what they call 
bullshit, You've got to put 
yourself on the line. You can't 
practice Zen and remain phoney-
not for long. There's no way to 
play the usual games. Nothing 
l~ss than purity and genuine sin
cerity will open the gates of 
Truth, Compassion, and Wisdom. 
When true inner freedom comes-
the freedom to be the master and 
not . the slave of your life--it 
comes not from the teacher, not 
from the Buddha, and certainly 
not from any supernatural being-
it comes from one's own unfalter
ing yearnings and exertions. 

-14-
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Simplicity and Naturalness 

This appeal of Zen is often 
overlooked. Precisely because 
modern life is so complex and 
sterile, with the superabundance 
of machines which are the manipu
lators and. we the puppets; because 
life has become so dry and frac
tured we yearn for the natural 
life--unrefined food, unpreten
tious clothes, simple living con
ditions. 

There's a deeper aspect: Bud
dhism teaches that we are all 
rooted in the same reality. What 
is common to all, both animate 
and inanimate, is this Buddha
nature. The absolute value of 
every thing makes it a great 
transgression against our own 
fundamental natures to willfully 
destroy or waste any thing. 
Americans are so used to wasting 
and squandering, particularly 
things like water, paper, and 
electricity. This waste makes 
for insensitivity, because it 
implies an indifference to the 
ultimate value of. the wasted 
thing. Insensitivity breeds 
ego, and ego breeds pain. So 
we find ourselves separated and 
removed from things, from life, 
through this dull indifference. 

When one accepts, practices, 
and realizes the Buddhist 
teaching that man doesn't stand 
apart from nature, then there 
can be no abuse, exploitation, 
or pollution of the material 
world, for to do so is to abuse, 
exploit, and pollute ourselves. 

-15-

Enlightenment 

This is really an abstract 
term. What is preferred in Zen 
is the phrase "to open the Mind's 
eye." And this means to answer 
the most essential of all ques
tions--namely, "Who am I?" or 
more properly, "What am I? What 
is my True Nature? Why was I 
born? Why must I die? What is 
my relation to my fellow man?" 
To be human means to ask these 
questions, and to be truly human 
means we must get an answer. Un
til these questions arise to con
sciousness, we can lard our lives 
over with all kinds of activities, 
worldly involvement, that leave 
us no chance to reflect on our
selves. But sooner or later these 
questions arise, and then there 
is no escaping them. They burn 
within us, and intellectual answers 
give us no peace. We pick up books 
dealing with the human situation, 
the meaning of human life, and 
get all these beautifully set-out 
phrases, these flowing metaphors, 
but they do not answer the ques
tion. Only the gut experience 
of self-awakening satisfies the 
gut questioning. And personal 
experience become the final tes
timony of Truth. 

This is the flavor of Zen dis
cipline. Self-deceiving games 
won't work. Here you must be ut
terly sincere. Enlightenment 
never comes until we have achieved 
this kind of selfless purity. 
And you must work very hard to 
become pure-minded in Zen, to 



clear away the clouds of irrele
vant ideas, prejudices, notions, 
and hard-set opinions that con
stantly pass through and really 
pollute our minds. This is the 
primary pollution, the defilement 
of the mind. And zazen is a dis
cipline to cleanse the mind so 
that our inherent purity, whole
ness and radiance, which is ob
scured by all this mental grime, 
can come out. Then our inborn 
love and compassion will shine 
in our lives. That is what En
lightenment is about. 

Continuity and Unity 
of all Existence 

This may strike some of you as 
a rather dubious reason why people 
would want to come to the Center 
to train in Zen. But actually it 
is valid. We are not like strung 
up telegraph poles. Life is inter
related. We can look at all exis
tence from two points of view--the 
relative and the absolute. When 
we say relative, we mean from the 
point of view of things changing. 
From this standpoint we can speak 
of the sunnner changing to fall, of 
cause and effect, time, space, 
Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. At the 
same time we must experience life 
from its absolute, which is to say 
the point of view of everything as 
one Mind, without distinctions of 
any kind. The most remote star, 
the most super nova, is nothing 
different from one Mind, the one 
Mind in which we all participate. 

-16-

In our culture many people, par
ticularly the young, sense this in 
a vibrant, alive way. They feel 
it intuitively and naturally, even 
before formal practice. And our 
culture has become so empty of 
rituals, ceremonies, and holidays 
which point to this Truth. People 
feel the absence. So the rituals 
and ceremonies which we have here 
are much more than a foreign im
port--they fix these things in our 
minds, giving them a poetic grand
ness which enriches and sustains 
us. But above all they acknowledge 
the unity of life. 

Karma teaches us that we must 
take responsibility for our ac
tions, that we are the architects 
of our own fates, and this also 
tends to emphasize the continuity 
of existence. If we are dissatis
fied with our life today--the pro
duct of the way we thought, felt, 
and acted in previous times--then 
we certainly can change it. All 
this is Zen. Zen further says, 
"You can't change anyone or any
thing unless you change first, un
less you purge yourself of your 
false thinking and wrong acting." 
Before you know it, you are chang
ing those around you, and pretty 
soon there is a whole arc of influ
ence that develops. More than any 
teaching I know·of, Zen provides a 
method and a discipline that have 
stood the test of 2500 years and 
it has behind it the experience of 
so many people who have looked 
into their own minds and awakened 
to the Truth. 
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WHY DOES MY CHILD PRACTICE ZEN ? -

Note: The selected questions 
and answers below are taken from 
several di<!-logues which occurred_ 
during Parents' Weekend--from 
the question period following 
Roshi Kapleau's talk, "Why the 
Appeal of the Buddha's Way?" 
and also from a panel discussion 
of' Roshi, parents, and staff mem
bers. They are indicative of the 
intense involvement which went 
into the weekend from all con
cerned. 

PARENT: Do you encourage the 
young· people who come here to 
involve themselves in modern · 
living, to get married, for in
stance, to have families, or 
are they encouraged to lead a 
wonastic life? 

-17-

ROSHI: We have .no other purpose 
than to make· our young people 
strong enough so that they can 
freely choose and follow their 
own life style. They are, how
ever, encouraged to live by the 
precepts. These require one to 
refrain from 1) the taking of 
life, 2) taking what is not 
given, 3) unchastity, 4) lying, 
5) selling or buying alcoholic 
liquor or drugs (i.e., causing 
others to take them or taking 
them oneself), 6) speaking of 
the misdeeds of others, 7) prai
sing oneself and reviling others, 
8) giving spiritual or material 
aid grudgingly, 9) giving vent to 
anger, 10) blaspheming the Three 
Treasures; and ta resolve to do 
good, avoid evil, and strive for 
the liberation of all beings. 



Other than that I do not insist 
they live one kind of life or 
another. In Zen one of the func
tions of a teacher is to preserve 
his students from his own influ
ence so they may develop their 
own personality and potential. 
There are young people here who 
want to devote their lives to the 
.pursuit of . Truth, and when they 
realize it, to teach others. 
For them we are going to institute 
a monastic order soon. But need
less to say, if after several 
years of study and training and 
reflection it turns out they are 
not qualified to pursue the life 
of a monastic, they will have the 
opportunity to withdraw. I am 
well aware how unsure of them
selves young people are and how 
often they change their minds. 

PARENT: What happens to their 
potential for other kinds of con
tributions? 

ROSHI: There are staff members 
who have had extensive formal 
education, some with M.A. 'sand 
even Ph.D. 's. Yet they are often 
despondent and unhappy. What is 
the purpose of education, of life 
itself? Is it not, as Socrates 
said, to "know thyself?" With
out true knowledge of our Self
nature we keep making the same 
painful mistakes, piling up frus
tration and grief for ourselves 
and others. 

PARENT: I'd like to make a com
ment about this idea that the 
child is passing up his greatest 

potential by being here. Many 
times it is the parent who is 
the disappointed one, who is un
happy about what the child is 
doing. He says, "My child has 
all this potential, I see it 
wasted." But the child doesn't 
see it that way. He sees it from 
the point of what he wants and 
needs to do. If he's left 
alone he will come out the bet
ter. If you try to push him 
into something, he will eventual
ly end up ver~ discouraged, un
happy, despondent and everything 
else that can come from that sort 
of thing. I think this is wrong, 
trying to push our children into 
something they don't want. 

PARENT: As far as I can tell, my 
son has just copped out on the 
struggle of living and given up the 
exercise of his God-given talents, 
to sit and look at his navel. I 
love my son, but how will he ever 
become a mature person by sitting 
with his legs crossed? 

ROSHI: Don't put your child down! 
If you really understood what it 1 $ 

like to live in a Zen Center or to 
attend one of our sesshin, you 
would know that your children are 
heroes. Not 1spiritual heroes' but 
heroes in the old-fashioned sense. 
Do you know the courage, the ardor, 
the emotional stability it. takes 
to do what they're doing? At their 
age I couldn't do what they're 
doing and I wonder how many of you 
parents could. That's why I ad
mire and love them so much. 

-18-
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* * * 

PARENT: How does the One-Mind 
you spoke of differ from God as 
the governing principle of the 
universe? 

ROSHI: Buddhism teaches that we 
all possess this Mind and that 
therefore we are all Creators. 
Do you understand the Christian 
mystic who said ·the following? 
"I know that without me God can
not live. / Were I to die He 
could not survive. / I am as 
great as He and He as low as me. 
/ He cannot be above nor I below 
Him be." This is close to 
Buddhism's One-Mind but not iden
tical. Try substituting One-Mind 
for God and it gets a little 
awkward, doesn't it? Just com
pare Jesus's statement, "The 
Father and I are one," with the 
Buddha's "Throughout heaven 
and earth I am the only one." 
Do you see the difference? 

PARENT: No, not really. (Ros4i 
threw up his hands and laughed.) 

PARENT: Granted Zen has come to 
the United States. Why then do 
you use terms like 'Kannan' and 
'sesshin' and speak of trans
lating Chinese Buddhist texts? 
And why this bowing down before 
Buddha statues? Why don't we 
occidentalize it if we're going 
to have Zen Buddhism here? 

ROSHI: We are trying to do just 
that, to let the essentials of 
·Zen filter through the American 

idiom and perspective. And we 
want English translations of Chi
nese, Japanese and Sanskrit 
texts precisely because we don't 
want to use foreign expressions. 
At this point, however, a limited 
number of such terms. is useful. 
We are also trying to devise ri
tuals which accord with our own 
traditions and social customs. 
The Buddha's Way--and this is a 
better expression than 'Buddhism'-
in any language is simple, direct, 
practical. Because of its u~i
versality Buddhism has always con
formed or adapted itself to the 
traditions of the country it has 
come to. · It will be no different 
in our country--the Buddha himself 
predicted this. 

The basic purpose of our ri
tuals and ceremonies is to pay 
RESPECT to and show gratitude for 
the Buddha's teaching. Without 
gratitude we are less than ani
mals. These practices do not 
grow out of any dogma or creed. 
The only article of faith in Zen 
Buddhism is that each one of us 
has this all-embracing Buddha
nature, that basically we lack 
nothing to make us happy. And 
this, like all Buddhist philoso
phy is grounded in and emerges 
from the Buddha's own enlighten
ment, which is neither Japanese, 
Chinese or Indian. 
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You ask why we bow down before 
a Buddha statue, implying I sup
pose that this is an idolatrous 
act. If you see it as no more 
than a statue of a strange figure 
in an 'unnatural' posture--and 
this no doubt is the way the non-



Buddhist sees it--or if you see 
in ·the figure nothing more than 

_pleasing artistic qualities, it 
certainly is .idolatry to proi
trate oneself before such an 
empty shell of wood or bronze or 
brass. For the believer it is 
something entirely different. In 
the radiance, the deep serenity, 
the all-embracing compassion of 
the Buddha before him (not 
'statue', mind you) he sees no
thing less than the visible 
manifestation of the enlightened 

.Buddha-mind, which in reality is 
without form. This glorious Mind 
is our common heritage. So in 
prostrating ourselves before 
Buddha, we are really bowing down 
before what is deepest and truest 
in ourselves and others, for this 
One-mind pervades everything. 

PARENT: I have been told that 
there is complete equality here 
as far as men ·and women are con
cerned. Is that correct? 

STAFF MEMBER: In terms of prac
tice, there is no difference. 
Fundamentally, the Buddha-
nature of a woman is no different 
from that of_ a man. There was 
something which came to me a 
while ~ack, a saying of one of 
the Buddhist patriarchs: "O Man, 
be a man." And so I looked at 
myself and said, "Stop thinking 
about women's liberation. Stop 
thinking about whether women can 
carry on as priestesses, have 
nunneries and all that." I would 
say, "O Woman, be a woman." And 
then whatever function a woman 

can have in Buddhism will develop 
naturally. Spiritually developed 
women here are going out and con
ducting seminar-workshops. Women 
are very much involved in the 
spiritual pra~tices and training 
at the Center. Not because they 
are women and we are trying to 
equalize them with men, but be
cause they have the capability, 
through training, to do these 
things. 
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STAFF MEMBER: This is in res
ponse to questions raised by _ 
parents who have reservations and 
fears about the Center .because of 
the way their children act when 
they first get into Zen, which 
appears at times to be cold and 
even aloof. To get into . the 
training style of a Zen Center 
demands that a member scruff off 
a lot of non-essentials. To par
ents who are not familiar with 
all aspects of the Center it seems 
like their kids are completely 
isolating themselves and becoming 
encapsulated in the atmosphere 
here, .or are somehow mesmerized 
by it, making them unable to res
pon~ to the outside world. It's 
true that some young people give 
the impression of not being opeµ 
and sympathetic. However, when 
this does happen, invariably it 
is because they misuµderstand what 
is taught them, ·or else can't dis
abuse themselves of the 'shoulds' 
and 'oughts' about Zen which they 
bring to the Center. But even 
when one has such notions; they 
are torn apart by the life style 
that one has to adopt here, which 
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is that of complete involvement 
with a number of people all day 
long. You a~e constantly inter
acting in ~11 kinds of situations, 
at the Center as well as away 
from it. Often parents are afraid 
that their children are escaping 
from the wor"id or escaping from 
reality. Actually it is much 
easier to escape from the world 
on the so-called 'outside' than 
at the Zen Center. It is diffi
cult for many young people to 
remain here because they can't 
'be' in the world of the Center 
and be involved with drugs at the 
same time; they can't sleep long 
hours; they can't constantly 
stuff themselves with food; they 
can't just tune themselves out. 
The whole point of Zen traintng 
is to be able to respond and ad
apt to various situations and dif
ferent kinds of people--openly, 
warmly. Now this isn't easy for 
a beginner, so parents should be 
patient with their children if 
they get tense, as we sometimes 
do. The process can't be hurried. 
As someone said, "People in · a 
hurry can't grow old or decay; 
they are preserved in a state of 
perpetual puerility." 

Other parents -think their 
children are too much itmnersed 
in the idea of suffering, almost 
morbidly so, because they're al
ways calking about the pain of the 
world. Even if they've grown up 
in a very comfortable situation, 
a loving family let's say, many 
young people absolutely cannot 
put out of their minds the pain 
and violence of the world or 

smooth .it over with superficial 
pleasures. They ARE concerned 
about the suffering in the world 
and they want to alleviate it. 
Some of us were very much in
volved in political and social 
action, but somehow w~ were left 
with the feeling that this wasn't 
a permanent answer. You, needed 
to know who you were to know who 
other people were and how you 
could help them. 

The joy of worldly pleasures 
is a certain.kind of joi, but 
it's riot the kind of joy you 
get from knowing you are doing 
everything you can with every 
ounce of energy to help the suf
fering of the world. · 

ROSHI: May I add something? 
There has been much talk about 
why young people come to the 
.Rochester Center and why they 
stay. We are all here, even you 
parents, because of our respec
tive karma. Mine broug~t me to 
the point where I had to go to a 
Japanese Zen monastery; your 
children's karma brought them to 
Rochester. Simply stated, your 
son or daughter is at the Center 
because he or she needs to be 
here. They are not forced to 
stay, just as you parents were 
not compelled (except through 
your own karma as parents of 
these children) to come to.day. 
When you think of the millions of 
people in this world who will 
never come within miles of the 
Center, or any Zen Center, you 
begin to realize that there is 
something much deeper at work. 
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This is karma. 
Don't obstruct your children! 

Don't withhold. your approval be
cause their notions of what is 
best for them do not coincide 
with yours. Be proud of them! 
Be grateful they are in Zen and · 
not in some other thing where 
their opportunities for causing 
pain to you, themselves, and 
others would be great. The best 
any child can do for his parents 
is to be better--that is, wiser-
than they, and this is how he 
requites your love which enabled 
him to come into the world. As 
a parent myself, I can only hope 
my daughter will do no less. 

Your children's energy, de
votion and love built this Center, 
and many of you have commented on 
what a fine atmosphere it has. I 
personally am grateful to them. 
But when we no longer need each 
other, we will part and this 
place probably disappear. That, 
too, is karma. 
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ABOUT A DIRECTORY . OF ZEN SITTERS 

Those who have practiced zazen for any length of time realize the 
great help it is to sit with other practicers. Group sitting, most 
evident in sesshin, is given great empha_sis in Zen. 

Heightened energy, inspiration, and motivation manifest themselves 
when two or more people gather together to sit in zazen. The periodic 
sesshin in Zen are rooted in these time-tested principles. 

Because of this, more and more people--both members and non-members-
have been asking the Center for the names of other people practicing 
zazen in their areas. 

In response to this demand, the Center will try organizing a file 
which will group people by geographical location, their names given 
to people upon request • 

It is necessary for information to be sent in on a st.andardized form, 
to facilitate filing and organizing, as illustrated below: 

- Standard U.S •. government postcard typed, or neatly printed 

City, state, and zip code in upper left hand corner 

- Your name and address in lower left hand same 

- Any other relevan~ information in lower right area of card, 
e.g., whether sitting with an affiliate group, the address of 
group or home, hours of sitting, phone number et cetera 

ZEN BOW is published four times a year by the Zen Center, Rochester, 
N.Y. Advisors: Roshi Philip Kapleau, Jackson Deupree. Editor: 
Michael Disend. Staff: Ben Taylor, Alan Goldsmith, John Shell, 
Boyd Hill, Chris Christoff. Voluntary subscription rate: one year, 
$3; two years, $5; three years, $7.50. 
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